
With the growth in quantity and variety of threats 
now sent and received by email, successfully 
�ltering it is business critical. Companies do not 
have the time or resources deal with the 
headaches caused by viruses or spam. Put simply, 
businesses that consider email to be a vital 
communications tool have the following options; 

Do Nothing – No longer a realistic option given 
the potential cost of being infected by a virus or 
sued by an employee that has received 
inappropriate material through their corporate 
email.

Install Software – This option involves both the 
separate software and the hardware required for 
it to operate. This approach demands for software to be purchased, installed, con�gured and maintained at the highest 
possible levels by the customer. Any failure of the software leaves the customer on their own to resolve any resulting 
issues or dependent on an overseas support call that is typically costly, time-consuming, and unhelpful. 

Purchase an Appliance – Also requiring installation, con�guration, and maintenance and, as with software, o�ering no 
guarantee of accuracy and reliability.

A better option for business today is SaaS email security;

Set up is both quick and simple, requiring no hardware or software or upfront investment
Unlike software and hardware, email is �ltered on the Internet, before it reaches the user’s IT network, thereby 
saving bandwidth by delivering only “clean” email; a key bene�t given the rapid escalation in volumes of email 
tra�c worldwide
The threat of outbound email security is also addressed. Many companies have no idea that they are the source of 
spam and botnets which damages their IP address reputation and may have a business impact. Outbound security 
can be as important as inbound security.
With security experts managing the solution, the user is no longer concerned with whether their system is armed 
with the latest security updates. A spectrum of dedicated real time technology takes away the burden to give the 
user peace of mind
Networks are protected from Denial of Service attacks
Each customer retains full, real-time and �exible control of email via an easy-to-use and intuitive web portal

Why use 3C ESS?

3C Email Security Service (ESS)

Because it is a hosted service that ensures all the latest signatures have been applied to emails, it’s
also allowing us to concentrate our IT resources on more value-added activities. On many levels, it is
the right solution for Kingspan.
Ricky McKenna, Group IT Manager, Kingspan Group
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3C ESS o�ers three complementary services which can be bundled and are suitable for both hosted and on
premise exchange:

Email Security Services

100% Virus detection with Zero Hour Protection

With Industry-leading detection rates and all-the-time virus and spam outbreak protection users can rest assured that the 
quality of their email is guaranteed.

General Appliance Solution

Appliance and software installation

Capex investment, ongoing license 
fees, higher total cost of ownership 

Require internal IT expertise, signature 
updates are intermittent

Single point of failure

Emails lost in event of mail server outage

Threats dealt with in the network, with 
80%+ spam mail uses up bandwidth

In�exible solution

3C ESS Solution
No hardware or software - instantaneous 
customer set up 

Zero capex, monthly subscription, lower 
total cost of ownership

Zero hour real time solution with all 
maintenance done by 3C ESS

SLA with 99.99% uptime

60 day recovery & continuity service 

Blocks threats in the cloud, away from 
the network, not using bandwidth

Scales as per the business requirements
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Features and bene�ts

Industry-leading detection rates, enabled by the unique multi-layered 
combination of our �ltering technology with the world’s leading 
detection engines
Real-time, all-the-time virus and spam outbreak protection
Minimal customer intervention – all email is �ltered o�site, threats are 
quarantined and only clean email is relayed to your server
Inbound/outbound spam and virus protection. ESS also scans all 
outbound emails so that in the event of a virus outbreak on your network 
the threat will be contained and your server will avoid being blacklisted.
Close to zero false positive identi�cation based on our ‘circles of trust’ 
technology meaning users receive every email they really need
Painless contacts management due to intuitive, self-learning system
User control – ‘unjunk’ links on the system’s regular quarantine reports 
enable individual to retrieve disputed mails
Easy, integrated management of every email account, including 
individual users, their aliases and the groups they’re part of
Straightforward setting of access and responsibility levels for every user
Full management reporting to measure protection e�ectiveness
Continuous reputation management through outbound zombie 
protection

Recovery & Continuity Service 
For any business today, losing its email service is more than just an 
inconvenience or source of frustration it is potentially a commercial disaster, 
exposing you to risks that range from loss of reputation to total operational 
meltdown. And as email has developed over the years into a critical organisational application, the need for 
guaranteed email business continuity is essential. Unfortunately, all organisations experience server downtime and 
occasionally server failure. So what should be done when the worst happens and how do you ensure business 
continuity and the ability to send and receive emails in the event of server failure? 

1. In the event of server failure users can instantaneously access their inbound email through the secure 3C partner 
portal. Once they have retrieved their email, it's business as usual.
2. Individual users can use our ‘instant replay' feature to restore any inadvertently deleted emails immediately, 
without any involvement of the IT department.
3. Even a back-up failure is no reason for concern - the administrator can simply choose to re-deliver inbound emails, 
including attachments, that have been retained for up to 60 days - right up to the point of failure. 

3C ESS SLA 
performance levels

Antivirus E�ectiveness
100% protection against 
known email viruses

Antivirus Accuracy
No more than 0.0001% false 
positives

Antispam E�ectiveness
99.9% spam capture

Antispam Accuracy
No more than 0.0003% false 
positives

Email Delivery
100% email delivery

Latency
Average email scanning time 
within 60 seconds

Availability
99.99% service uptime

When looking for an email security solution we required a system that could o�er the same functionality as 
we had before but without the worries associated with hosting it internally. ESS ful�lled these criteria 
and has been e�ortless to use. Implementation was a doddle, taking about 24 hours for our IP address to be 
changed over so that it was routing through the spam �lter.”

Morgan Browne, Managing Director, IIS

 



Features and bene�ts
Easy to use and instant user recovery of inbound email in the event of server outage, guaranteeing 
your organisations email business continuity 
Immediate, business-wide restoration of all email recovery, even in the event of a back-up failure 
Constant availability of email functions 
Guaranteed clean email with the enterprise level antispam and antivirus email security 
solution 
Rapid deployment and minimal training need thanks to our easy to-use web interface and hosted 
email security portal 

Content Control Service
The Content Control service is a highly e�ective ‘set and forget’ solution that’s designed to protect 
every organisation that uses this service against enforcement actions, legal penalties and unwanted 
commercial disclosures. It does this by ensuring that businesses can automatically ascertain the 
compliance of every email they send or receive – both with their own ‘acceptable use’ policies and with all 
public and private sector regulatory requirements.

Flexible, individualised policy creation
As with our other services, ESS is simplicity itself to use. The administrator �rst creates a number of 
policies in accordance with the organisation’s corporate and regulatory needs, using the solution’s inherent 
�exibility to individualise them by specifying as search criteria all the expressions that are required. These 
policies are then applied to every element of all inbound and outbound emails, scanning all words and 
images to ensure compliance. Any mail that falls outside the ‘rules’ can – among other actions – be held in 
a secure approval box so that a decision may be made on its acceptability.

This simplicity provides two signi�cant advantages – �rst it frees your IT department to concentrate on 
delivering real added value for your internal customers. And second, it enables users to open and receive 
emails safely, with no disruption to how they work. 

Features and bene�ts

The straightforward creation of acceptable use policies, speci�c to every customer business and 
applicable to inbound and outbound email, subject header, body, attachment, recipient and sender
The ability to create complex expressions as search criteria, providing the �exibility to take widely 
di�ering corporate rules into account
Easy assurance of staying within the law, through pre-de�ned ethnic, sexual and regulatory �lters
Simple identi�cation of illegal or o�ensive material via image scanning
Transparent reporting to ensure full accountability and consistent compliance
Privacy and security of all emails through full encryption
Easy content con�guration and management
E�ective policy enforcement
The opportunity to make considered judgments, using a secure location where suspect mails may be 
assessed.

We really liked the straightforward licensing model that completely demysti�es its costs.
David Tunbridge, IT Manager, Canterbury Cathederal
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